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Dear Comrades,
This is just a quick note to answer any questions you may have had following the World

ln Action program broadcast this Monday 15 November. Specifically the short clip of whai
the program presenter claimed was an AFA meeting in Leeds.

foi tne record this was not a Leeds AFA group meeting - it was an educational
dayschool open to members of the public interested in finding out a little more about AFA

und thu history of anti-fascism in Britain with a view to joining AFA. The day-chool and the

date it lvaq tg_laEeplace (altlroagh nqlfhgr9ry9lwas_publicisgll!.lhq_Lee_ds AFA_lgFl
newsletter, "Attitude".

Points to be made about the program then are this - firstly the presenter, in the context

of an interuiew with a London AFA spokesperson about AFA group security, claimed that this

represented an "infiltration of an AFA group" - this is deliberate falsehood as the presenter

knew from the time he spent at the dayschool that this was a public event with people

present from across the Northern AFA Network. He would have been unable to find or enter

a Leeds AFA group meeting or any other AFA group meeting. Presumably then this
deception wai the only way he could think of marring AFA's image, which othenrvise (we

think) came across pretty well in the program.'secondly, 
although the interviewer subtly twisted the course of the conversation, the

spokesperson from London AFA was originally talking about security against infiltration by

the opposition. Frankly we find that the likelihood of the BNP or similar being able to find a
young Asian lad to spy on anti-racist and anti-fascist groups for them is negligible to say the
leastl

Finally, that the program makers made no attempt to obscure the faces of those present

is totally outrageous. Unfortunately, due to an unlucky coincidence of circumstances, this
has resulted in a possible security risk for one of the people on the tape. This willingness to
endanger genuine anti-fascists for the sake of advancing a career in TV is the sort of shit that
sTouid serve as a ICSSOnE a@trjuunrarists cunie-in=fuihtl'y
below junkies and Tory health ministers. This doesn't mean we should abuse them all on

sight but they should still be treated with extreme caution.

Yours for Leeds AFA,-H


